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Senators vs. vice president

Hearing held to settle ASSU dispute
By Allison Westfall
and Angie Babcock
SpectatorStaffMembers

An arbitration hearing will decide this
week whether Lorine Singleton, ASSU
executive vice president and senate
chairman, will be forced to resign.
The hearing was called for after personal
problems between Singleton and various
senators lead to a senate impeachment

impeachable offense would be ifan ASSU
member "ran away with $3,000."
"It's a family matter that got out of
hand,"he said.
Personal conflicts contributed to the

creation of the letter, said eight senators
interviewed. Five of those who spoke had
signed the letter. General statements were
made referring to personality conflicts and
individual leadership style.

Raelene Sam and Eric Dresbeck. A
two-thirds majority senate vote was
required for impeachment.
Singleton said the basis of the
problems were personal.
"I would say that its definitelypersonal.
The reason Isay that is because I've done
my job and some of the senate's job
they cannot strike out at me for not doing
my job," she said.
"I think it's because I'm black.... No
conflicts were mentioned for anyone
except for me and Deatra," Singleton said.
Singleton thought it was unusual
Scott would also be critized when their
leadership styles were so different.
Singleton said the problems stem from
them both beingblack.
"It is as if we had the same conflicts
together," Singleton said. "How can that
be when Idon't say anything in the
meeting and she does the asking of the
questions? Of course we can't be having
the same problems."
When asked if she felt the problems
were racially based, Scott said, "It could
be racial" because at senate meetings
(continued on page two)

--

request.

Six of nine senators signed a letter
supporting Singleton's impeachment. The
letter stated, "Our signature below
represents our votein favorof theremoval
from office of Lorine Singleton."
If the arbitration board agrees with the
senate's request Singleton will have to
resign her position. If they don't agree
she may continue inher office.
The arbitration board, in closed
meetings, have been gathering testimony
from senators, Singleton and other
members of the ASSU.
Andy Thon, S.J., assistant vice
president for Student Li fe and senate
moderator, said while the senate's letter
requestedimpeachment the matter would
be decided in anarbitration hearing since
"corruption was not anissue."
Thon said an example of an

Senators signing the letter were Tina

O'Brien, Tom Emanuel, Ted Byrne, Sue
Weibler, Joe Levan, and Norah McCabe.
Those not signing were Deatra Scott,

"iorsd
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Lorine Singleton, ASSU executive vice president, discusses the

events that led to the request ofher impeachment by a majority of the
senate members.
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Sullivan: tuition is below average'
f

A tuition increase and a faculty
compensation increase were discussed by
William J. Sullivan,S.J., Seattle University president and members of the
ASSU executive board and student

Sullivan said most major corporations and the state of Washington
are givingsalary increases in the area of
2 to 3 percent and to stay competitive
SU shouldconsider these increases.
Sullivan said some important factors
contributing to the budget for next year
are projected enrollment and additional

senate.

costs.

By Allison Westfall

Spectator Managing Editor

Sullivan said that SU is below the
tuition average of thenine Pacific Northwest private schools. The average tuition price for this year is $6,972. SU is
approximately 4.5 percent below that
average with a tuition at $6,600.
Sullivan asked the group "are we
doing justice to the university now and
in the future to run below average?"
He saidif the university had been at
the average there would have been approximately $900,000 additional revenue.
Therevenue could havebeen divided
equally between departments including
student life, he said. The money, he
said, could be used for faculty development, equipment,library improvement,
or studentprograms.
A tuition increase of approximately
12 percent would bring SU's tuition to
the average level,Sullivan said. Healso
added if raising tutition to the average
were approved, the increase couldbe split
up between two or three years.
Sullivan stressed that no decisions
have been made about a tuition increase
and that the budget was still in the
"planning stages."
He said faculty and administration received modest compensation increases
last year to allow for a 12 percent compensation increase for staff employees.
This year, he said,faculty compensation
needs to bereviewed.

The preliminary projection for enrollment next year is that it will remain
level, Sullivan said, "unless we put
some heat on the admissions office."
With a level enrollment and no increase
university revenue from tuition would
remain the approximately the same as
this year but costs would not, Sullivan
said.
Another factor influencing the budget,
Sullivan said, was the cost of the new
buildings "coming on line."
He said the buildings' construction
was not paid for by tuition increases but
the operating costs will be.
In addition to the increase in building
operating costs, the budget must allow
for increased "push costs" whichreflect
annual increases in utility prices.
Sullivan said he would like to be
able to have a "steady state budget" or to
use last year'sbudget, but the higher
costs alreadyrequire arevenue increase to
presentabalanced budget to the board of
trustees.

He stressed that no final figures have
been set and that the administration is
discussing the budget with faculty and
students' groups to get their input into
the budget.
Abbey Ghcrmay, ASSU president, in
an interview after the meeting, said he
was disappointed in the proposal to raise
tuition to the average level.
He said that SU docs not have the

same sports facilities, libraries, etc. as
the other schools and if SU was brought
up to the average he would expect to see
some "drastic" changes in those areas.
He also said that the average was not
fair because itincluded Whitman College
which has a tuition $1,000 higher than
SU's andan enrollment of 1,000.
"I think it should bebased ona mean
instead ofan average and then we would
be up there," Ghermay said.

Ghermay saidhe felt Sullivan hadhis
"mind already set" about anincrease.
Ghermay said the administration
needs to decide whichis the greater need,
gaining the additional funds or making
the education more affordable for students.
He said Sullivan would like to discuss the matter again before the final
figures are decided Feb.10.

Campus driverslose half
of Campion parking lot

I

By Tasha Stephenson
Spectator Reporter

Students will lose half of Campion
East parking lot during the remodeling of
thebookstore.
The temporary relocation of theControllers office, Financial Aid office and
Student Loan office, to thelower level of
Campion Tower during the remodeling,
has also brought up the problem of staff
parking.
"Campion East parking lot, formerly
a student lot, will be divided in half to
accomodate the incoming staff," saidBob
Fenn, director of Safety and Security.
The south side of the lot willbe reserved
for faculty and staff only.
A new "surge" parking area has been
made available to compensate for the
loss of student parking. "The lot belongs to Seattle University
and became available in November," saidFenn.
The "silrge" lot is located on East
Columbia between 12th Street and 13th
Street across from the school's main

entrance.

Thislothas nearly double the

amount of spaces that Campion East
has, Fcnn said.

The south sideof this lot is reserved
for faculty/staff and visitors only.
There is also parking at Connolly
Center, addedFenn.
When the remodeling is completed in
May or June, the offices will return to
thebookstore. A decision will be made
at that time whether or not Campion
East will resume operating as a student
parking lot.
The "surge" lot will probably remain
open after the remodeling is finished.
"Under the university's master plan,
it has been proposed to level,pave and
light the east and north sides of this
block on 12th Street," including the dirt
lotacross from the bookstore, said Fenn.
If the master plan goes through, we
could have a new parking lot with
approximately 300 spaces by fall of
1987.
Any questions regarding parking
shouldbe directed to campus security.

News
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Committee will study ASSU structuring
By Allison Westfall
SpectatorManaging Editor

A faculty-student committee is being
formed to review the possible restructuring of the organization of the
Associated Students ofSeattle University
(ASSU), Andy Thon, S.J.,assistant vice
president for student life, said. Thon is
organizing the committee and will serve
as chairman.
Thon said the present ASSU constitution is 10 years oldand possibly outdated. He said changes suchas the elimination ofa judicial boardhave occurred
but are not reflected in theconstitution.
Thon said the review was caused by
several things, including the current

problems between the student senate and
theexecutive vice-president
"Questions have to be raised when
only a couple of people are running for
senatepositions and thereis alow voter
turnout," Thon said.
Thon said members of the executive
board had a chance to hear about other
schools systems at a leadership conference inBoston last fall.
"Wehave to take alook at what's the
best structure," Thon said, to best represent students at SU.
Abbey Ghermay, ASSU president,
said, "It is getting more and more obvious that the senate is not representative."

Ghcrmay added that a possible structure would be to enlarge the senate and
have the members elected from the
specific groups on campus.
Ghcrmay also said the current system
divides and causes conflicts between the
executive and the senate when they
should be cooperating.
Ghermay saidanother structure would
be the consolidation of thebranches into
one board similar to the management
boards of major corporations.
Currently, the ASSU operates with
three groups, the executive consisting of
the president, executive vice-president,
activities vice-president, treasure and
executive co-ordinator.

The second group is the legislative
group and consists of the nine-member
senate with the chairman being the
executive vice-president. The senate
handles student complaints andconcerns
andallocating funds to campus clubs.
The third group, the activities board,
stems from the executive board and is
headed by the activities vice-president.
The activities board plans and sponsors
campus activities.
Thon said the restructuring committee
will consists of members of the ASSU,
former members, students at large, faculty and staffmembers. The final proposal
is scheduled for sometime in May and
will have to be approvedby theBoardof
Trustees.

Conflicts cause senate to ask for impeachment
(continued from pageone)
conflicts seem to be directed at Singleton

andherself.
Scott said theconflicts werebasedmore
on diversity in leadership and backSenator O'Brien,however, said that the
problems were personal and "not racial."
O'Brien added that she and the other
senators were asked by the ASSU
president not to speak publicly about
specific problems.
Singleton said there hadbeen problems
with senators not acting "professionally"
at senate meetings.
She cited examples of one senator
riding his skateboard off the senate
meeting table minutes before a meeting
with guests in the room and then
repeatedlyputting his feet on the table.
'
Singleton said the incident upset her
because it was destroying school property
and the person was not preparing himselfi
for the senate meeting.
"Two people didn't like that we didn't
play and have fun in the meetings and I
told them that we're not there to play and
have fun," she said. "We can have a social
event that we can schedule but we can't
even get everyonetogether for a meeting."
Senator Emanucl said, "Her
(Singleton's) leadership style inhibited
people from saying or doing what they
wanted without fear of social
chastisement."
Emanucl said that shebecame "a policy
instigator and that is not her job." Her
job, he said, is to offer leadership and
guidance to the senateand not to influence
them with her opinions.
Both senators Emanucl and McCabe
said Singleton misrepresented the senate
to the executive board. "She was telling
the senate one thing and the executive
board another thing," saidMcCabe.
Neither Emanuel or McCabe gave
specific examples of the misrepresentation. Singleton said some people
construed her role wrongly and saw her
acting as an executiveofficer during senate

meetings and a senate officer during
executive meetings. She feels she kept the
roles separate and "acted as anexecutive
officer inexecutive board meetings" andas
senate chair during senatemeetings.
Senator Sam, who did not sign the
letter recommending impeachment,
referred to Singleton as "an efficient and
organized worker shecan handleher job
fine."
Sam added she wanted a compromise
between Singleton and the senate,
"pulling personal feelings aside and
resolving the conflicts outside the office
and start doing what ASSUshould do."
According to Singleton, problems

...

"Most of the people just cursed and
fussed and said rude remarks not
constructively to me and Deatra," she said.
Singleton said one meeting was set to
discuss solutions. "Nobody had anything
to say. They wanted to adjourn the
meeting and that is when Ifound out after
that meeting that the letter had already
been drawn up which meant that they had
nointent of trying to resolve it," she said.
"Resolving it was trying to remove me.
That was their only way of resolving it."
"If it's (the impeachment) resolved the
way the senate wants it, to where I'm

—

"It's a family matter that got out of hand,"
Andy Thon, S.J., moderator.
between her and the senators began
surfacing in November. Singleton was
elected into office in winter quarter '86 and
began her term spring quarter '86. Her
term is to be complete at the end of winter
quarter "87.
"I don't really know how long hostility
had been held in," Singleton stated. A
letter asking Singleton to resign was
circulated in mid-November but failed to
gainenoughsignatures.
Senator Byrne said he was the last to
sign the letter requesting impeachment,
"in the hope that something would get
done." He added, "Personality conflicts
were inhibiting the progress of the
senate."
Both Byrne and Emanuel said that the
impeachment was not out of animosity
toward Singleton,but an effort to resolve
the internal conflicts of the senate.
"One of the senators told me that the
first letter was circulating," Singleton
said. "There wasn't any attempt to show it
to Deatra or Raelene."
Before the letters were initiated.
Singleton said problems werediscussed at

g NOTICE
! Transcript/registration holds will be placed

!

two special meetings and at a senate
retreat

on records of all
students who received National Direct Student Loan Credit on

!
J

t their Winter 1987 bills, but who have not signed their promissory
notes. The notes nUlsLbe signed no later than January 27.1987. 1
The Student Loan- Office is located
- in theBookstore Building,andis 5
open from 10:00 12:00 and 1:00 4:15, daily.

removed, Ican see that they're still going
to have a problem because you'regoing to

have a problem if no one's doing the job
anyway," Singleton said. "You're going to
have a bigger problem if someone's been
carrying your load and no one picks up
that loador takes on that role."
Emanuel said, "No oneharbors a grudge
against Singleton."
"Lorine honestly was not that bad,"
Bryne said. "It was justpersonalproblems
with people."
"Lorine's not the only one at fault,"
Weibler said. "We all have problems."
Senator Dresbeck didn't sign theletter
and said, "The impeachment was not the
right thing to do at that time." She said
the senators were not wrong about the
personal conflicts, but there could have
been a better way to resolve the problem.
O'Brien said, "I think for the betterment
of the group she should have resigned. If
it were me, with so many bad feelings, I
would have steppeddown."
Thon said that during his four years as
moderator problems between senates and
the vice presidents were not unusual,but
theconflicts havenever gone to the extent

of impeachment.
He said that four problem areas
contributed to the conflicts between
Singleton and the senate.
Thon said that the first problem is the
executive vicepresident'srole was difficult
because the person has "traditionally
maintained two hats." The vice president
is an executive board member and is the
senate chairperson in charge of seeing that
ASSU actions are constitutional.
Singleton also helps manage clubs with
their budgets and manages elections.
The second difficulty was with therole
of senators.The senators'role has become
moredemanding than in the past, he said.
Senators are unpaid but expected to
attend two-hour meetings, complete office
hours, build maintenance supervisors, be
club liaisons and work on senate
subcommittees.
He said the senators sometimes had
difficulty because their chairperson "wasn't
one of them (a senator)" but was an
executiveofficer.
The success of last spring's rally and
the administration's response left few
"unresolved issues" for the senate to
address, Thon said. He said the
administration had addressed student
complaints such as divestment, building
maintenance and repair and food service
costs. He said this is a hindrance because
groups often need issues to build unity
"even if the members don't like each
other."
Another difficulty he said involved
different leadership styles. He said
personal leadership styles with the vice
president and senatorsoften differ.
Thon said the hearing "was not meant
to be a trial or debate," but was as fair as
possible. He regretted that there was not
"acreative compromise" to the conflict.
The hearing board consists of three
students: Faizi Ghodsi, Al Capone and
Mike Norton. Three facutly and staff
Mary Odem, Joseph
members
McGowan, S.J. and Tim Leary ~ were
alsoon the board.

—
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Black America reflected on at King commemoration
By Su/.an Koscak
Spectator Reporter

justice and brotherhood."
What did the CivilRights Act accomplish and what is it in jeopardy of
losing? Professor Henrietta Tolson,director of community services and professorof sociology atSUaddressed these
issues.
"Power is not relinquished readily,
privilege does not give way easily,
racism is still with us today, and racial
discrimination is still with us, but it is
usually in a more subtle form, in fact,
it's goneunderground," shesaid.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
1968 accomplished several pieces of
legislation she said whichassuredcitizen
rights, the right to vote, andoffered protection. "These rights would not have
occurred ifsome very brave and perhaps
even some foolish people hadn't risked
their lives and their freedom, and that is
something we cannot afford to forget."
Three major areas that have been
gained for blacks which were not even
heard of before the Civil Rights Act are:
employment opportunities, voting, education, housing, public accommodation, federal, state, and local government agencies.
Secondly, she said thereis anew freedom of spirit in the young black people.
"For the first time it is possible that
a significant number of young black
people are growingup without the whithering influence of acts of discrimination."
Their spirits" were not subdued as ours
were she said, and that isremarkable."
Finally, she added, that a precedence
had been set. Several social and economic programs to support the civil
rights movement were made available,
such as CETA, Manpower, Headstart,
JobCare.

The vigilance of Martin Luther King
Jr.'s birthday is important because itis a
dedication to what has been gained; yet,
Black America, and Americans in
general, may be in trouble because
support for what the "dream" has
achieved is being lost at the national
executive level according to Norm Rice,
Seattle city councilman and Professor
Henrietta Tolson.
best thing that ever happened to
lack America, maybe, is Reagan
himself because it's made us have to
rally to protect what we've gained, and
unless we don't do that we are going to
have some real problems," said Rice, at a
program sponsored last week by the
office of Minority Student Services of
Seattle University in observance of
King's birthday.
The panel discussion at Lemieux
Library featured Councilman Norm Rice,
Professor Henrietta Tolson, Professor
William Hanson, and JosephMcGowan,

«"The

"In America we still have the possibility to be set back, to be in chains"
said Rice. "When you look at what's
happening inIdaho and with the Arrayan
nation, and South Africa,it's not hard to
make the distinction of what the tie is
what's going on."
Rice said, "Our president's compassion for minorities and blacks in
particular is lacking."
He stated that he has never seen
Reaganpublicly announce that he doesn't
tolerate bigotry andhatredin America.
"The kind of things that make
America greatare the things that have to
be rekindled everyday, but more significantly on King'sbirthday."
added that the question needing to
asked is not just with our own personal plights but with what is happening
across this world. "The legacy of peace,

r

loinQOj
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Norm Rice, Seattle city councilman joined three other panelist to
commerate MartinLuther King's birthday.
Yet the future for blacks is not as
bright as the above accomplishments appear to be.
"We are fewer in colleges, inuniversities, in graduate schools, law schools,
and medical schools than we were five
years ago."
Tolson added, "We continue to experience unemployment rates 2-3 times
higher than the national average, and a
sharp increase inbroken families, that is
separations anddivorces."
"The administration argues that these
are not civil rights matters, these are
economic matters," sheadded.
"There are many economic matters for
the entire country that have special impactincertainracial groups."

She said the real issue may be an economic one, but it is also one with
racism as an undertone of the problem.
Tolson said that theblack community
has always had the boot-strap mentality,
that is, they have always been and always willbe active inself help.
"Self-help has always been going on
in theblack community but those efforts
must be supplemented by the alliance
with the political structure in our local
communities and at other levels of
government"
"Government cannotbe our salvation
but it must be our all. The jeopardy we
may be innow is theloss of government
as our ally dealing in non-racial matters
that haverealracial impact."
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-News Briefs

Overcommitment found
to be accounting error

(By John

Teehan
Spectator Editor

Janet Crombie, director ofSeattleUniversity's financial aid office,made a mistake. Fortunately, sherecovered herown
miscue.
Last November reports circulated
throughout the campus that the Financial
AidOffice had overcommitted its student
aid resources for the year. The amount
ofovercommitment reported was approximately $600,000.
InDecember it wasmade clear that the
student aid system was understating the
available resources budgeted for financial
aid in 1986-87. What started out looking like disaster turned out to be anerror
in the placement offinancial aid expenditure figures.
But for awhile ithadCrombie and the
SUadministration concerned.
Because ofnew financial aid verification requirements issued by the Education Department, financial aid offices
throughout the country are under added
pressure to perform swiftly, Crombie
said. (The Chronicle of Higher Education, in its Aug. 6, 1986 issue, reported
that the workload for financial aidoffices
would goup 39 percent).
In addition,the financial aidoffice had
to weed out those students who were
grantedaidbut would not be returning to
the university.
Theoffice wasinundated witha heavy
workload and a very shorttime to doit.
Because Crombie tackled the workload
later than planned,she felt rushed to get
thejob done.

|

PREPAREFOR:

|

"Pressure of the situation in responding to theneeds of verification" created
the mistake, Crombie said. "It was an
overexpenditure that simply was not
there."
After believing an overexpenditureof
financial aid resources was awaitng SU,
Crombie notified Shelia Hood, associate
vice president of enrollment services.
Hood informed William Sullivan,S.J.,
president of SU, whoannounced it at the
Budget Conference meeting onNov.24.
Denis S. Ransmeier, vice president for
finance and treasurerat SU, said anovercommitment wouldhave forced the university to reach into reserve funds. A
hiring freeze had actually been implementedjjut was terminated on Jan. 13.
Nevertheless, students would have received their aid. "Our first reaction,"
Ransmeier said, "is we had to live up to
those (financial aid) commitments. We
could not go and take aid back that we
extended to the students."
After weeks of analyzing the situation,
Crombie discovered her own error. Aid
to students is offered through a number
of different programs, but whenbalancing all the figures, an error occurred.
She had made a mistake in the total
financial aid figure.
To eliminate mistakes in the future,
Crombie said the financial aid expenditure report willbe redesignedso there is
a running total on both the budgeted
amount and the expenditure amount.
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Enrollment up this winter

hospita

75 Driver Positions Available
Earn Money Now
Domino's Pizza is currently hiring qualified driver
applicants for locations throughout the Seattle

area.

FREE PIZZA

to every QUALIFIED applicant
Every person who comes into our Capitol Hill,Rainier
Beach, Rainier/Beacon or Madison Park stores and
meets the following qualifications will receive a FREE
12"3-itempizza. Applicants must:

Be a minimum of 18 years of age
Have a good driving record
Have access to a reliable vehicle
Have insurance coverage for that vehicle*

f\

To apply, visit the Domino's Pizza location nearest you
between 2:3opm and 4:oopm weekdays,or noon to
4:oopm Saturday and Sunday.
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A $250,000 challenge grant has been
awarded to Seattle University for the
construction of new buildings on campus
by The KresgeFoundation of Michigan.
SU must raise $714,631 by June 30th
to receive the challenge grant.
The funds will then beused for one of
two buildings on campus, either the new
Liberal Arts Faculty Office building or the
Engineering and Computer Science
building currently under construction.

'Proof of current insurance must be presented to
receive free pizza

WOULD LIKE TORECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE
ITS NEW MEMBERS

MikeAbrejena
NormaAgar
Steve Anderson
Bruce Dibble
Diana Cnou Fong
Ann O'Leary

SU gets challenged

Seattle University's winter student
enrollment increased 1.17 percent overlast
year's winter enrollment, reported the
Registrar's Office last week.
The undergraduate population lost 15
students compared to last year, while the
graduate population gained 74 students,
said Alan Jarvimaki, associate registrar.
Sullivan enters
Jarvimaki added that the university met
its projected enrollment and credit hours
Seattle University President William J for winter quarter.
Sullivan,SJ.entered Providence Hospita
Credit hours increased 1.27 percentover
Jan. 16 to undergogall bladder surgery.
last winter's hours, said Jarvimaki.

"

walk to seattleuniv.
Huge2 bedroom,2 bathunit in excellent
building with full security.Top floor
3 skylights. Wellinsulated.Big
'
kitchen with all appliances,adjacent eating
area/family room.
\
Separate formaldining room with wet bar &1
bay
i
window.Heatilator
j
fireplace. $79,500.
($6,000 under tax appaisal.)An
excellentvalue! Call to see.
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The treatment of gall stones will
include theremoval of the gall bladder.
A five to seven day hospital stay is
expectedfor Sullivan.
During Sullivan's hospitalization and
recuperation, John D. Eshelman,
executive vice president, will be assuming
the presidents duties.

Immediate
Openings

ADMIRALREALTY 935-4400
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Tim Brandtand Guy Marsh,first-year
students in the Honors Program, were
killed in an automobile accident near
Leavenworth, WA on Dec. 17
Brandt andMarsh were showing the
Cascades to a visiting student from Denmark, when their car went outof control
on some ice and was hit broadside by
anothercar. The visiting student wasinjuredbut has sincerecovered and returned
home.
A memorial Mass was celebrated in
the Campion Chapel for the students on
Jan. 12 by
David Leigh, S.J.
program
honors
director and advisor to
Brandt andMarsh.Their honors class also
held a private memorial service for the
families onJan. 14.
Brandt graduated from O'Dea
High School where he was outstanding
in academics and music.
Marsh
High
School
before
attended Bothell
spending his senior year at a high school
in Denmark, and was a member of the
Honors Student Council at Seattle
University.

FAITHBAPTISTCHAPEL
421Maiden Aye.E.
322-7474
Sunday Services— 11AM
WednesdayBible Study
7:30 PM
Bruce Johnson, Pastor
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Someone is being cheated.
The studentshave lost the only lobby/special interest group that is genuinely
interested in themand represents them to theSUadministration.
During thelast part of fall quarter and the beginnings of this quarter, the ASSU senate
has requestedthe removal fromoffice of the executive vicepresident/senatechairperson,
Lorine Singleton. The senate'sreasons are self-admittedly personal. Racismhas been
cited by others as amotive.
Thispersonality clash has effectively paralyzedthe Associated Students ofSeattle
University, thestudent union.
The SU students who voted for these representatives(and even those who didn't vote)
havebeencheated by a few people'sinability to get along withone another.
Thesenatorshavelost sight of thereasons that put them inoffice and instead have
destructively turnedinward. The senate for now has effectivelydestroyed itself making it
almost inevitablethat someone willbe forced to leave.
But what about the future?
The future looks bleak if the issueis seen as "racism" towards twoblack women.
It is not.
The issue,instead, stems from animmature andadolescent handlingof different
leadership styles as wellashurt egos and feelings onboth sides.
Sometimes itiseasier to pointa finger than to critically review oneself and work for
change. The senatepointed their fingers and startedan impeachment instead of shaking
hands and working their problems out. Lorine Singleton pointed her finger andclaimed
discrimination rather than try to adapt to the senate's concerns.
In theend,it's the students thatsuffer.

What, me libel?
David EHinger

I

Oh boy, oh boy, oh boy! Just when
thought that Father Sullivan will slip
Ioutof my grasp,he conveniently donned
the velcro suit.
Sullivan announced to ASSU representatives that he hopes to raise the next
's tuition,not only to cover increased
sbut also to narrow the gap between
tuition at SUand the average cost of
the other Northwest private schools.
Apparently, if ithad been so this year, it
would have generated an additional
$900,000.
And,he concluded, we cannot continue
to be content with being below average,
and thus we should work towards raising
tuition to the average.
So, what do Ithink of this?
Ithink Father Sullivan is exactly
right. Iam sick to death of all these
crybabies who demand for lower tuition!
Ihappen to love this University, buster,
and Iwant to make it the best itcan be.
I
know that the cost of the university
directly determines the quality of the
university, and as long as there is any
school which costs more than SU, I
know that Father Sullivan isn't doing his
job. Look at Stanford! About fourteen
thousand dollars a year! SU costs less
than half as much! Therefore, we are
getting only half of a collegeeducation!
Ah,mendacity. The stench of it.
How dare you, Father Sullivan! How
dare you have so little respect for your
students that you present this ludricous
piece of bum wad you call a proposal.
How dare you have so little respect for
SU education that you think the students
won't see through this facade ofconcern.
How dare you say that your economic
think-tank,and not the faculty, have the
capacity to make this university better.
Average! Average! What on earth
does that mean? It has no relevance to
the quality of education, it is no
indication of the way that the money is
being spent. It's a comparative measure
of a small portion of the input into a
university. Other inputs: students, faculty, staff, anda soul. Father Sullivan,

€
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why don't you talk about that?
Father Sullivan's law of averages is a
farce. It doesn't mean anything! It's a
cheap excuse to raise more money. Why
does our President always want to do
this?
The answer is very simple. He wants
to make SU an Ivy League school, with
all the costly paraphernalia. He believes
that it is his responsibility to place the
school among theelite.Ifhe could maintain enrollment, he would love to raise
tuition to $12,000.
At what cost?
He has yet to answer that key
question.
In his euphoria of campus improvements, master plans, and expanding the
power of first floor LA,he has somehow
managed to ignore that question. And
ignore the students. The image of the
university is more important than the
reality, than the people.
What's thecost?

More notes on Father Sullivan.
In his presentation to ASSU, he said
that the cost for room andboard at SU is
$2,700. At this rate, students have approximately $2.56 for food each day. At
Saga. Which equals...one large salad.
One hamburger. You want to live on
that, Father Sullivan? Or could you
arrange it such that we could use our
Vali-dines at the Columbia Club?
Note number two. According to the
sign outside of theLiberal ArtsBuilding,
which housesnearly allof theliberal arts
classes, the function of the building is
"Central Administration." You must be
an Orwell Fan,eh,Father Sullivan?
In closing, this: it seems that Father
Sullivan has placed himself, the administration, and his dream of SU all on a
pedestal. And in this process, he's
forgotten what life is like on earth. He's
forgotten what SUis at present. Who it
is.
Perhaps it's time that he was
reminded?

The recent beating and death of a
23-year-old black man in New York
City's Howard Beach neighborhood has
addedadditional racial unrestto that city's
problems. The attack, by a mob of white
teenagers,was initiated because a group
of blacks were in the predominately
white section of town.
Also: In Philadelphia, a group of
black high school students beat a Cambodian student while onlookers cheered;
At the Citadel military academy in
South Carolina a black cadet was harassed in the middle of the night by
white students dressedasKu Klux Klans-

are living in poverty. It also stifles,
McGowan said, the growth of multicultural relationships when about 12
percent of all Americans own or share
all the wealth.
There are a lot of insecure people in
theUnitedStates.
In a more optimistic light, McGowan
believes "thereis more opennessbetween
people of the different racesnow thanin
King's time."
If that is the case, isn't it about time
that everybody puts their collective heads
together in an attempt to stop all the
senseless violence and killing?

If that's not enough, there's the Louisiana sheriff who ordered that allblacks
foundin whiteneighborhoods were to be
stopped and questioned. The order was

John Teehan
Spectator Editor

men;

rescinded;

Closer to home, black community
leaders in Tacoma are concerned with
what they think isa "quick-draw" policy
instituted by the TacomaPolice Department.
It seems, 24 years after the Rev.

Martin Luther King Jr.'s now-famous "I
havea dream" speech, that his vision of
equality has notbeen fully realized. The
clan still run amuck; other groups, like
The Order and the AryanNations preach
racial segregationand inequality.
Joseph McGowan, S.J., director of
Campus Ministry at Seattle University,
does not think King's dream of equality
has been achieved. There is a problem,
he said, when the majority of black
people today ~ like 24 yearsago ~ still
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Dealing With Unplanned
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Abortion Trauma
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'Prophets and priests

1

Thefollowing article appeared for the
first time in the Dec. 29, 1986 issue of
the Seattle Post- Intelligencer.

By William J. Sullivan, S.J.
President, Seattle University

As this year (1986) comes to its close,
it is natural for us to look back over its
events, its personalities, its surprises.
How canone characterize this past year
in Seattle? Is there a theme, a common
thread that captures this particular year in
our city and sums it up for us?
It is probable that every commentator
would have a different answer to that
question. As I
have reviewed the events
have found
and the people of 1986, I
myself thinking of it as "the year of the
prophets and the priests." Let me elaboWhen Irerun the news stories of
1986, a series of events comes to mind.
Ithink of the sanctuary movement and
its conflict not only with the Immi-

gration and Naturalization Service but
also with the Seattle electorate. I
think
of the Rev. Laura Frazer and her
confrontation with the Episcopal
Church, ofBob Walsh and his efforts to
sell the idea of the Goodwill Games to
this city, of the International District
Rotary Club and its decision to admit
women.
But to me one story seems to stand
out during this year: Archbishop Hunthausen and his struggles with the Vatican. How ironical it is that this simple
and unassuming man, this man who
never sought any publicity for himself,
houldhavebecome in 1986 throughout
the worldSeattle's best-known citizen.
Is there a common thread running
through these events? How could these
xperiences of 1986 and the Hunthauscn
experience in particular be instructive for
t le rest of us and for the future?
The larger meaning of theHunthausen
xperience,in my personal judgment, is
theconflict which it representsbetween a
visionary a person of perception and
intuition and conviction and societal
forces, whether these arecivil orpolitical
or ecclesiastical. Theseare forces which
naturally tend toward stability, toward
the status quo, toward tradition. So we
see in the case of Archbishop Hunthausen and to varying degrees in the

—

-
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other events of this past year, theclassic
conflict between the visionary and the
guardian. Touse a metaphorical description, this is what I
am calling the conflict between the "prophet" and the
"priest."
When one follows the story of Archbishop Hunthausen during this past year,
it appears as an instance of the longstanding tension between "prophet" and
"priest." This has an ironic and elegant
twist in the case ofHunthausen because
~
he ishimself paradoxically not only
a priest but, if you will, a high priest.
Further, when I
look at 1986 here in
Seattle through the events thatIreferred
~
to above and through others Mayor
Royer and his struggle over the West
Point Metro plant, Councilman Sam
Smith and his skirmish over the
museum bond issue, Superintendent Bill
Kendrick and his effort to give a new
focus to the Seattle public schools I
would suggest that in each of these
events thereisanelement of the struggle
of the "prophet" andthe "priest."
Inmany cultures around the world the
"prophet" is the person of inspired
speech, the person who points, who
warns, who announces, who forces us to
look where we would prefer not to. The
prophet is often impelled by somekind
of spirit to thrust his or her message on
an unwilling audience, to enunciate principles and norms that are critical of the
present. It is an incorrect notion of
prophets to think that they are fortune
tellers. Their function is not so much
foretelling as a telling forth. Frequently
the prophetinterprets the present for his
or her listeners in the light of its impact
on the future.
The "priest" on the other hand-and
you will understand thatI
am using this
term metaphorically-is one who is
concerned with right performance, with
the way things should be done. The
priest is charged with responsibility for
fixed rituals and well-formulated doctrines. Normally the term "priest" refers
to religious or sacral matters, but by the
use of this metaphor, Iam suggesting
that "priesthood" is a far broader social

see them strugviting. And as always I
tendency,
the "priestly"
gling against our
go
us,
tendency inall of
to on as we are,
done,
to ignore the
to do as we have
future, to silence the different or diverse
or dissident voice.
Every society, every community,
badly needs its prophetic voices. Itneeds
their vision, their perspective, their challenge, their calling of all of us to be
better than we are. But in our Seattle
community and to a certain extent in
every community, thereis a tendency to
ignore such voices, to try to control
them, to regulate them, andeven to bury
them. And in doing so, we are the
losers.

--

--

category.

Who are the priests of our contemporary society and of our community?
Hardly theclergy! Notina non-churched
area such as ours! So who are the cur-
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William J. Sullivan, S.J.
ators of the past, resistors to change, the

guardians of "fixed rituals and wellformulated doctrines"?
Once upon a time, it may have been
the bankers. But today they are too busy
trying to deal with their new world of
disregulation. Iwould agree that one of
the priestly orders of contemporary society is the lawyers. But by far the most
powerful of today's priestly casts are the
governmentregulators and planners and
bureaucrats! This is where much of the
power of conservatism,of control, of resistance is located. Not all by any
means, but much.
It would be fun to talk about these
wonderful folks but the events of 1986
in Seattle draw us to the other sideof the
priest-prophet tension, that is, to the
prophetic voice that is calling for
change, that is crying out for us to see
something we tend to overlook, that is
demanding that we pay attention to
something in our present which will
have greatimpact on our future.
I
see many of these voices in Seattle
in 1986~pointing,interpreting,declaring
inspiring, criticizing, demanding, in-
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This is not to say that every
self-announced prophet isa true prophet.
And that is why, in listening to a
prophetic voice, we require discernment
and judgement. Nor is it to say that we
could live in a society made up entirely
of prophets. We need the sense of order
and tradition. Weneed the "priests." But
without the prophets, we die!
Itis my hope that we are not a city
grown prematurely old, one that clings
to its past and rejects the commotion of
change for which the prophets call. I
hope that we have not become a city
which—as journalist Hugh Sidey said
recently of Washington, D.C.~admires
fixed ways and prolongedprocess andis
frightenedby "blurted hope."
That is what our prophets give
us--"blurted hope." That is what a group
ofmen and women have tried to give us
here in Seattle in 1986! So when we
meet a prophet on the way, let us not
turn aside, nor hurry on our way, nor
reach for a stone. Let us stand and cup
our hand to our ear and listen-with
deference and with discernment— to the
word of insight or warning or wisdom
which isoffered to us.
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Volunteers helping India's poor

Student tells story of work in Calcutta
Editor's note: Laura Marinoni left
Oct. 1 to work in the missions of
Calcutta and travelinIndia. TheSeattle
Universityphilosophy student compiled
her thoughts and experiences working
with thepoor. She willleave at the end
of the month to travel through Europe
and will joinSU' students in springfor
theFrench-in-Franeeprogram.
Calcutta is a city of extremes. A
Calcuttan man Imet on the train from
Benares told me, "Calcutta has everything. Ithas thebest culture inIndia and
the worst culture. It has the most decadent wealth and the most desperate
poverty."
The British built Calcutta to be the
capitol of India, the symbol of British

Story and photos by
Laura Marinoni
imperialism in the early 1800's. It is
one of the newest cities in India, a
country whose civilization is thousands
of years old.
However, it is the most decayingcity
inIndia because theEastern inhabitants
don't know how to take care of the
Western-designedstructures, especially in
a tropical climate.
Victorian buildings, once proud,breed
all kinds of tropical molds. Trees grow
out of their corners, crumbling the stone
with their roots. Refugees from Bangladesh and the Bengalicountryside liveon
its crumbling sidewalks.
One of the largest cities in the world
is abandoned by the rest of the world.
Only three major airlines fly into its
airport.
Aperson stands hours inline to place
a phone call outside the city.
The city is so crowded, unorganized
and decaying that tourists rarely stay
longer than two days. When they leave,
they feel happy to have escapedCalcutta.
When you arrive in the city you must
go to thearea around Chowringhee Street

--

Calcutta is a city of diversity from the dusty streets below
roof; from man-pulled rickshaws to motor-driven buses.
because it is the only area in this huge
city with hotels where foreigners can
stay.

You could not pass a day without
running into small groups of Western
people. If you listen to their conversation, you notice that they come
from all parts of the Western world.
You find Australians, French,
Americans and Irish speaking with one
another like old friends.
You find that they are all volunteers
for the Missionaries of Charity of
Mother Teresa. They have a different
view of Calcutta than the tourists. They
love this ugly city.
love Calcutta. Iworked for the
I

A beggar family in downtown Calcutta spends their days on a

blanket, surprisingly stillable to smile.

to the

colorfulbanners decking the street's

Missionaries of Charity for five weeks.
On the way home from Prem Dam,
the home for the mentally ill, there
sprawls a slum built of tin cans, bits of
cloth, woodand newspapers.
passedby, there was a baby boy,
AsI
naked, sitting on a pile of garbage. He
saw me, smiled at me and put his little
hands together in the Indian sign of
greeting. This baby represents the soul
ofCalcutta to me.
Working with the Missionaries of
Charity is a very different experience
than working for a Western charity.
There is no set program, no requirements, no advance training and no means
of support other than what the volunteers
bring with them.
This is charity for its own sake.
Volunteers cannotcome expecting the
sisters to welcome them, tell them what
to do and afterwards, thank them for
coming. If they do, they either have to
change their expectations or go home.
One worksin Calcuttafor God's glory
and not his own. The volunteers help
each other out.
Many volunteers go to Calcutta
alone. I
was lucky enough to have two
companions, Claire Elston and Matt
Hendricks.
The day after we got to Calcutta,
Matt, Claire and Iran into two
volunteers, an American and an
Irishman. They showed us the Mother
House where Mother Teresa lives, the
home for the children,the home for the
dying and the home for the mentally ill.
The sisters haveno time to tell new
volunteers what to do, especially since
the volunteers could be working there
only a day or could stay for months.
Therefore, it is up to the volunteers to
help each other.
Mother Teresa's attitude is that if the
volunteers are called to come, they will
come regardless of whether she givesany
incentive.
The work in the homes can often be
hard physical labor. I
worked at Nirmal
Hriday, the home of the dying and

destitute.
On a typical morning, Iarrived with
other volunteers around 8 a.m., tied a
green apron on and served breakfast to
the patients.
Most of the women could eat on their
own,but there were some whohad to be
fed. One of the women had to be fed
because one sideof her mouth hadbeen
eatenawayby cancer.
After breakfast, we gave the women
their baths. There was a bathroom at
both ends of the room. If a patient could
not walk, a team of two hauled her out
of her bedand into thebathroom.
While the sisters were cleaning the
recently vacated bed, the volunteers
scooped cold water from big containers
with tin bowls and dumped it on the
patient Then theysoaped her down and
doused her with water again, dried her,
clothed her, and hauled her back to her
cleanbed.
After baths, there is a little time to
communicate with the women. I
became
quite good friends withsome of them. I
would have long conversations with on
65-year-old woman from Darjeeling, wh i
we think had tuberculosis,in a kind o
signlanguage weinvented.
After we gave out themedicines an
served lunch, it was about noon and w>
had to leave.
Manypeople told mebefore I
left that
volunteering for Mother Teresa wouldb
the hardest job of my life. Although :
was not an easy experience, in man;
ways my life in Calcutta was mucl
simpler than theoneIwouldhave ledif I
had stayed at Seattle University las
quarter.

Thelabor became addictive because it
was alabor of loveand themore you d<
something with love the easier i
becomes to doit. Youdo not have to be
an extraordinary person to work for tht
Missionaries of Charity. You just hav<
to be someone whocares.
The hardest part of my experience wa
the decision to go to Calcutta. The nex
hardest part wascoming back home.
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mere will be aPeace Symposium at

|

Green River Community College tomorrow at 9 am. for members of the Seatfle
University community interested m the
issue of worldpeace.
Different experts will argue discuss
and contemplate the question Is peace
possible?" during the all day symP° slum
„ ,.
ABC News correspondent John Scab,
who has been involved in the Cuban
Missile Crisis, the 1979-81Iranian hostage situation and the recent Iceland
Summit will appear at 7:30 p.m. as the
keynotespeaker.
For further informaUon and tickets for
John Scali, contact Green Riyer Community College at 883-9111 (Auburn);
(Seattle)or924"0180exL337
4
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January 26, 1987
Has the acting bug bitten you lately?
Do you have that uncontrollable urge to
just get up on stage anddo your stuff?
Those in the SUarea whoare of high
school or college age will have the
opportunity to present their acting,
dancing or musical talents next Monday
when The Boston University School of
Music andtheBoston University Tanglewood Institute host auditions at The
Church at 6556 35th Ave.N.E.
Auditions are by appointment. Those
unable to attend in person may submit a
videotaped audition by March 13 to
Boston University School for the Arts,
855 Commonwealth Ave.,Boston,MA,
02215.
Students whose auditions areaccepted
will have the chance to attend the
schools which provide training in the
arts year-round.
For an appointment, call Margot
Blacker at 454-1832. For more information about BU's Arts Programs, call the
Admissions Hotline at (617) 353-5200.

January 28, 1987
Next Wednesday is SU night at
Seattle Center Coliseum when Seattle
SuperSonics host their Pacific Division
rivals, the Los Angeles Lakers at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $6.50 and may be purchased at the University Sports office at
Connolly Center. For more details contact Gary Boyle at 626-5305.
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January 29, 1937
For boaters in Ae su "*■" two ten"
week courses in boating safety are being
offered by the Seattle Power Squadron,
beginning next Thursday.
With free instruction,and a nominal
C0St for materials> Students will leam the
fundamentals of sail and power boating,
the rules of the road, weather, engine
troubleshooting, and other areas of
boatingsafety.
For information call Jack Bigelow at
363-9794.
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A safety seminar for winter sports
enthusiasts at SU will be presented Jan.
27 and 29 at the Red Cross Seattle
Headquarters at 1900 25th Ave. South.
Family members and friends are also
welcome
course is desi
for
experienced and inexperienced outdoor
enthusiasts. Topics that will be discussed are first aid for accident victims, referrals for emergency situations and avalanche survival techniques.
A
achance to use what they have learned.
The cost of lhe seminar is $5 The
Red CrQSS suggests |hat interested per
dass
sons istef ear y fof
For information and registration,call the
RedCross at 323-2345
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The first of a series of annual shows
featuring alumni of the art department at
Cornish School of the Arts is continuing
through this month in the CornishMain
Gallery at 710East Roy Street,
This year's show, entitled "New
Work: 6 from Cornish," will include
several well-known Seattle area artists.
The exhibition will continue through
January 31 There willbea reception for
the artists, next Tuesday, Jan. 27 from
6-8 p.m.
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'Decline of the American" Empire' is for the intellectual wit
By Kris Echigo
Spectator Reporter

I

Another movie about sex.
Another movie with sub-titles.
Another movie like the "Big Chill."
Another "witty" comedy for the
tellectually inclined.
"The Decline of the American Empire" is not for the Peter Pan movie
goer. It is for the intellectual wit too
embarrassed (or too cool) to watch
Donahue or Dr.Ruth.
It isin the same "Big Chill" genre as
"St. Elmo's Fire" and the "Breakfast
Club"-where friends congregate to
their problems. But where "St.
Imo's Fire" failed to get past cliches
id the "Breakfast Club" kids are too
xuallyinexperienced to compare, "The
ecline of the American Empire" outlines them all.
The film opens in thekitchen. Three
istling history professors are preparing
salmon dish that is really trout. They
Ik about sex while cutting celery;
cheating on their women and the probwomen entail is the focal point.
In the background a young innocent
mis intently to their dialogue as if he
uld take notes. Andas one stout his'professorannounces, "The accession
of women to power has always been

liEiscuss

...

associated with a decline
Meanwhile their wives and lovers
work out in the gym. They ponder the
problems of male impotency and the
wonders of group sex. After their workout they join their men for the fancy
salmon dish that is really trout. During
dinner Dominique (lover of her friend's
husband) boldly declares, "Signs of the
decline ofan empire are everywhere."
Deny's Arcand directed this winner of
the Best Foreign Film by New York
Film Critics. He goes beneath the
elbow-kidding laughter prominent in
low-budget movies dealing with oversexed teenagers. For the characters in the
movie are normal-looking, nice men and
women who have all cheated on their
spouses. But one can't help but like
these "sinful" people.
Which is what Arcand is leading us
to— the decay of sexual morals of
today-it's not just the rebels doing the
sinning.
"The Decline of the American
Empire" begins light, but leaves you
with an unsettled mind. Arcand shows
that the present state of "social decay"is
only going to get worse. Though the
film allows no sense of defeated resignation to the present. Itmerely reveals
how things are and asks us not to be
surprised. And as the cool Dominique

Friends gather for dinner and discussion in "The Decline of the
American Empire." Left to right: Dorothee Berryman, Remy Girard,
Louise Portal andYves Jacques.

states after a tumultuous scene, "One

thing Ihate more than anything is
blindness."
This is not a movie where you pay
$4.50 to enter a vegetable state. It
makes you think. Examine. Reflect on
the reveredmoral tradition once held.
"The Decline of the American

Empire" is a well-directed,bold movie
with no pity for broken marriages or
pregnant teenagers. And as Deny's
Arcand concludes, "... there is that
dream to marry in white and spend a
whole life with someone but it won't
work out!"

...

Faculty artist recital revives thefeelings ofchildhood
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Joan Blyth and Cris TTum performed
HandedPianoMusic."
By Lisa Willis
Spectator Reporter

The feelings ofchildhood were reborn
in "An Evening of Four Handed Piano
Music" with Joan Blyth and Cris Flum.
The second in a series of Faculty Artist
Recitals, featuring the music of Faure,
Ravel and Bizet, was held Jan. 16 in
Auditorium.
Joan Blyth isa faculty piano teacher
and choir accompanist for Seattle University. She earned her bachelor's of
music education at Muskingum College
in Ohio and a master's in music, in
piano accompaniment, from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Blyth studied under John Wustman
and Gwendolyn Koldovsky, internationally known accompanists. She has
performed throughout thePacific Coastal
Region and Midwest states. Last summer, she went to the Soviet Union with
the Seattle Choral Company as an accompanist.
Cris Flum worked with Blyth at
Humbolt State University in California,
where she has remained as a staff ac-

fott

Evening of Four

companist. She also earned her bachelor's and master's of music from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. She
studied piano with Tate Barrows and
Howard Karp and bassoon with Richard
Lottridge. Flum has performed throughout California with the Vocal JazzChoir
of Humbolt State.
The duo playedDolly Suite, by Gabriel Faure, who wrote this piece for his
daughter. Throughout, you can feel the
love felt by a father for his daughter.
Youcan also feel a transition from child
to young lady, though keeping the
youthfulness. This was my favorite
piece
The second work was Mother Goose
Suite, by Maruice Ravel. The composer
interpreted several of the nurseryrhymes
learned inchildhood suchas "Beauty and
the Beast." You can actually hear the
beauty and the beast in conflict and
eventually falling together in love.
The third was Georges Bizet's Child's
Games. This work introduced a lot of
change in tempo and feeling while
portrayingmany of the games played by
children suchas "Ball," "Catsin Corner"
and "Little Wife, Little Husband" (a

game whichIhad neverheard of ).
Ifound the program to be very relaxing and well done. Blyth and Flum
are anexcellent duoof crafted musicians.
The series will continue on Feb. 27
at 8 p.m. with a recital by Soprano,
Jacalyn Schneider accompanied by Joan
Blyth. They will perform music from
Handel's "L'allegro," Mozart's "IIburbero
dibouncuore" and Schubert's "An die
Musik Seligkeit Standchen Ganymed
RastloseLiebe."
Schneider has been teaching voice at
SU since 1980. She is a native of
Seattle and made her debut with Seattle
Opera in Strauss' "Electra" in 1984 after
winning the Seattle Opera Cecelia
Schultz and San Francisco Opera auditions. Aside from opera, she has also
done work in oratorio and musical
theater.
Next, on March 27 at 8 p.m., there
will be a Chamber Music Concert.
Featured will be Violinist Joan Martin
Woodard, Cellist Walter Gray, Flutist
Lise Mann,Pianist Cassandra Carr, and
Pianist Arthur Barnes. They will perform music by Beethoven, Franck,
Milhaud,andDvorak.
Woodard, acum laudemusic graduate
of SU, has taught violin and viola at SU
for four years. She also is in her eleventh season with the Seattle Symphony
Orchestra.

Carr teaches piano at SU. She recently completed her doctorate in musicology at the University of Washington.
Gray has just joined the SU faculty.
He received his training at theCurtis
Institutein Philadelphia, where he was a
founding member of theKronos Quartet.
He is also amember of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra.
Finally, on April 26 at 3 p.m.,
Patricia Bowman andCassandraCarr will
perform a Piano Duet. Featured composers will be Mozart, Schubert, Poulenc,Dvorak andMendlessohn.
Both Bowman and Carr have taught
and performed at SU since 1976. The
duo performs regularly in the Northwest
in recitals and with orchestras.
The remaining concerts are to beheld
in the Nippon Kan Theater, 628 South
Washington Street, in the International
District. A donation of $3 $5 is
suggested for each show. For more information,call 626-6336.

-

'Grease' Auditions
Students areinvited to audition for the
spring quarter play, "Grease." Auditions
will be held from noon 3 p.m. Jan.29
through Feb. 5 in Buhr Hall, room 119.
Come witha song prepared, any song.

-

PRE-MED/SOCIAL SCIENCE STUDENTS
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Gain a unique view of the cancer patient's world by becoming a
volunteer phonework with the CancerInformation Service for
Washington State at theFredHutchinsonCancerResearch
Center. State-wide, toll freehotline requires a mature individual
to commit 4 hoursper week.National CancerInstitute
Certificationupon completion of 60-80 hours of training
beginning Jan.23.Call Dee or Lisa at 1-800-4-CANCER or
467-4675 for an application.

i

Sports/Recreation
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On a roily women topple district foes
By Marty Niland
SpectatorReporter

"

With a 9-3 overall record, and a 5-1
mark in league play, the Lady Chieftains
have established themselves as conplay.
tenders inNAIA District I
Asof Jan. 15, the Lady Chiefs stood
second place in the district,behind
the undefeated University of Puget
Sound, who they host this Friday at 7
p.m.
The trapping defense,spearheadedby
guards Yvette Smith and Donna De
Wald, has harrassed opponents into
committing 284 turnovers so far this
season, while allowing opponents to
score an average of 63 points pergame.

Women's
B-Ball
The intensity of the defense sparks
the Lady Chieftain's offense, whichranks
second in the district, scoring 75.6
points per game.
On Jan. 14, the women rolled over
Alaska Pacific University 82-46 for
their fifth straight win and their sixth
inseven outings.
Karin Bishop turned in an impressive
forma/ice, matching her season high
of 24 points and grabbing IS rebounds.
The highlight of the season so far
was the Lady Chiefs' 55-51 win over
Western Washington on Jan 10.In that
game,Pam Clark matched her collegiate
high of 24 points, while Bishop
bounced out of a two game shooting
slump, hitting for 17 points.
The stingy SU defense kept the Lady
Vikings frustrated all night, holding
Kelli Kuiken andKris Keltner,Western's
two leading scorers, to a combined total
of 15 points.

Ei

'

Bishop, a 6'2" sophomore has averaged 16.5 points per game, tops on the
team since becoming eligible to play on
Dec 19.In that time, she has also averaged9 rebounds per game. With Bishop
in the line-up they have not lost a game.
Clark, the 5'11" power forward, is
the team's second leading scorer andrebounder, averaging 15.3 points and 8.9
boards per game.
Clark's play during the week of Jan.
5-11 earned her district "Player of the
Week" honors, as she scored 60 points in
three games, shooting 25 of 47 from the
field, while snaring 39 rebounds and 9
steals and dishing off 10 assists.
The women's season got off to a slow
start, as they lost two of their first three
games. After a tuneup win over the
Alumni onNov. 22, the women traveled
to Fresno, Calif, for Fresno Pacific
University's Sunbird Classic on Nov.
28-29.
They opened their regular season with
an 87-66 thumping of Cal-State
Stanislaus. Michelle Hackett's 27 points
led the Lady Chiefs in that game, while
Donna Watersadded 24.
The win advanced the women to the
next night's final against host Fresno
Pacific. In that game, they took Fresno
into overtimebefore succumbing 86-85.
The women opened December with
their second straight loss, 70-68 to
league opponent Seattle Pacific University.Hackett again paced the LadyChiefs
with 20 points.
Staying on the road, the team picked
up it's first league win, stomping St.
Martin's 105-65 on Dec. 6. The game
marked the emergence of forward Lisa
Hill as a starter when Hackett was lost
for the season with aknee injury.
Cox expressed concern that the 5'9"
freshman from North Seattle was being
"Thrown to the wolves," but she
responded in stunning style, pacing the
women with 30 points and 11boards.
Through Jan. 14, Hill was the team's
leading rebounder, averaging 10.8 per
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SU's Pam Clark shoots for two against AlaskaPacific University as
the Lady Chieftains won in a convincing fashion, 82-46 on Jan. 14.

I Special!
Score big on Superbowl

Sunday! Pre-game,postgame, half-timeor anytime,
you can enjoy hot, delicious
Domino's Pizza, delivered
to your door with FREE
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Coca-Cola!

Order any 12" pizza and
get a tree 2-liter bottle of
Coca-Cola. '
Order any16 pizza and
get TWO free 2-liter bottles
of Coca-Cola.
Additional 2-liter bottles
only $1.00 each. Coupons
good on Superbowl Sunday
only, at all Seattle area
locations.
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HURT BDDKS
MfIRK-DDWNS !
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All stores are open for
lunch on Superbowl
Sunday.

certificates are
available at all locations.
Stopby today for the gift
everyone will enjoy.

mGift

Limited delivery areas
Drivers always carry less than $20
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Domino's Pizza Delivers* Free.

fl January SALE of books
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10% discount

5-9 pizzas
10-14 pizzas
15-19 pizzas
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15% discount
20% discount
25% discount
30% discount

20-24 pizzas
25 or more
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Roanoke
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Good on Superbowl Sunday only,
at Seattlelocations only.
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DELIVERS

and MORE !

CallDomino's Pizza for your gathering on
Superbowl Sunday. Our large order
discounts start at just five pizzas.

I FREE COKE
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Order any 16" pizza and get
2 Free 2-liter bottles of Coca-Cola.
One Coupon per pizza.
Good on Superbowl Sunday only,
at Seattle locations only.
Address

Phone

|
(Must (ill into validate)
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Chieftains improve play
withtwo tournament wins
By Thertsak Sac Tung
Spectator Sports Editor

By
Thertsak SaeTung

Crunching and munching on potato
chips; the shoush soundof opening beer
cans; the smell of frozen pizza being
microwavcd. These are routines that
every football-crazed households do on
each Sunday.
On Jan. 25, the same tradition will
be repeated as the New York Giants
(16-2) battle the Denver Broncos (13-5)
in SuperBowl XXI in Pasadena, Calif.
The early spread is 9-points in the favor
of the Giants.

Superßowl
Commentary
Why are the Giants such a heavy
favorite against the AFC Champs? In the
1986-87 season, the New York team
seems destined to win it all, the whole
shebang! The team has a balanced offense, earning points almost every time
they possess the football. In the two
playoff games so far, the Giants outscored their opponents 66-3!
The Giants' defense is notbad either.
The squadis second-ranked in theentire
NFL in total defense. Plus recognizable
players like Pro-Bowlbound linebacker
Lawrence Taylor,referred to asMr. L.T.,
and a small running back named Joe
Morris. Oh by the way,Morris ran for
1500-plus yards this season. Add all of
these ingredients add up and that is why
theBroncos are 9-point underdogs.
The Giants have a pressuring defense.
Taylor, named by the Pro Football
Writers of America as MVP, is a part of
the group that ruffles and confuses
quarterbacks.
Other members of the defense include
the Gatorade-dumping juice champ,
Harry Carson along with Harry Reasons,
Carl Banks and JimBurt.
Against the Washington Redskins,
Reasons and Banks combined for IS
tackles in the thrashing of the 'Skins,
17-0. Burt gave San Francisco's capable
QB Joe Montana a head ache so severe
that Montana didn't return to the NFC
semi-final playoff game.
It didn't matter, the 49ers were
whipped 49-3. So you see, the Giants'
defense doesn'tboast any one great defensive players, but many!
Throughout the '86-'87 campaign,
the Giants' defense was famous and
well-known compared to the offense. But
the offense is also spectacular with veteran QB, Phil Simms, tight end,Mark
Bavaro,widereceiver,Lionel Manueland
the Spud Webb of the NFL, Morris all
captured big headlines in the sports
section.
Manuel was on the injured list most
of the season. But against the Redskins
in the NFC title game, Manuel caught

-

an 11 -yard TD pass from Simms to give
the Giants the lead which they never
relinquished. And do not forget, placekicker Raul Allegre, whose foothas won
many close games for theGiants.
You ask, "Does Denver even have a
chance to at least compete well or do the
Broncos have any chance of winning the
SuperBowl?"
Whoknows? Denver must have some
weapons in order to get.this far in the
playoffs. The mile high city squad has
a penetrating defense and an erratic QB
named John Elway.
Elway, lately has been sensational in
the postseason play. Against Cleveland
in the AFC championship game with
5:34 left on the clock, Elway virtually
took control of his team by completing
an impressive 98-yard drive ending with
a drilled TD pass to Mark Jackson that
tiedthe Brownies at 20-20.
In overtime, Elway, again showing
his maturity, completed two deep sideline passes to set up Rich Karlis' 33 yard
winning and memborable fieldgoal.
Elway'sleadership ability is an asset
any
to
team. But what makes Elway
greatis his ability to scramble out of the
pocket in order to find his receivers.
Time and time again,if Elway can't find
his open receivers, he is quick and
intelligent enough to improvise. This
improvisation concerns many teams that
play Denver. Likely, Elway will try
often to rushfor the firstdown when he's
lacking areceiver.
Denver's defense is a high spirited
group led by the bleached-blond Rulon
Jones andKarl Mecklenburg.Remember
Jones against New England in the AFC
semi-final game. With about a minute
and a half left in regulation, Jones
sacked QB Tony Eason for a safety that
stopped New England's last grasp to
score.
Sure, Iunderstands that offense and
defense are very important to anyone
who is talking about sports, football in
particular. But howabout otherfactors to
consider ina game? Other factors include
the question "how badly do you want to
win?"
According to Taylor, theGiants want
this SuperBowldesperately.Even though
they are a nine point favorite to win and
to some critics, the 9-point margin is
too little.
The Giants are notcelebrating yet.
"The job isn't finished yet. It's one
thing to play in the SuperBowl. It's
another thing to win it," said Taylor.
Carson echoed the same sentiments.
"It all comes down to this (SuperBowl
game). All the weight you lift, all the
running youdo, all the meetings you fall
asleep in."
Prediction: Giants by 3.

NCAA Division Iteam by a large

Words like "improve" and "better" are
used to describe theSeattle University's
men basketball team this 1986-87
season. The Chieftains' record is 8-7
play.
overall and 3-2inDistrict I
On Nov 21-79. the

team

travelled mi

On Nov. 21-22, the team travelled up
to Canada and won the University of
Victoria Tourney. The team bested
Victoria by 13 points, to win 79-66.

Men's
B-Ball
Victories were significant but three
Chieftains stole the headline by making
the all-tournament team. Above all,
one member of the team made the MVP
selections,Brian Lockhart.
During Dec. 22-24, the men escaped
the rainy winter of Seattle and journied
to Hawaii. The squad won its second
tournament of the year by blitzing the
host team Hawaii-Loa,96-74.
Against the University of Georgia on
Nov. 28, the Chieftains lost to the

margin, 58-103. However, the scores
were muchcloser than expected when the
Bulldogs wentinto halftime leadingonly
by nine. Coach Bob Johnson said
afterward that some of the fans,
bewildered by the score,approached him
and commented, "Boy, you guys don't
have any scholarship!" This comment
refers to the fact the scholarships aren't
given at SU.
At Seattle Pacific University, the
Chieftains beat the cross-town rival,
84-72 on Dec. 6. This triumph is
significant because last year on Dec.7,
the Falcons thumped SU by 40 points.
Johnson was please with the victory
against SPU because "we're talking
about the same two teams that played
last year."
Indeed,Johnson likes how his team is
performing this season. "It isa lotbetter
than it was last year at this time. We
struggled last year and compared to last
year, we are doing quite, quite well,"
expressedJohnson with satisfaction.
Unfortunately, Scott Harris, co-captain, will be ineligible to play for the
rest of thebasketball schedule. When fall
grades came out, Harris' grades were
lower than the required GPA. Subsequently, Harris didn't travel with the
team to Hawaii for the tournament.
—
— with Harris'
Johnson— sympathizes
(continuedon page 12)
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Microsoft!
Microsoft, the world leader in microcomputer systems
software design, is looking for Computer Science,Math, or
Info Systems students interested in working20-hour,
flexible work weeks as TECHNICAL ASSOCIATE INTERNS.

We're looking for individuals with programming knowledge
to lendcustomer support forMicrosoft'sretail products. You
will provide technicalassistance to end users, handle
telephone inquiries and be involved with testing new
products, and debugging of programs.
If you are majoring in Math,Info Systems,Computer
Science,or a related field, this may be agreat opportunity
for you. Computer lab tutoringexperience,application use
experience and/or programming preferred. Knowledgeof
micros and any systems implementation background a
plus.Excellent communication skills a must.
Microsoft offers an excellent compensation package.To
apply, send a resume to: Microsoft Corporation,Human
Resources,Dept.SJTAI-CN,16011 N.E.36th Way, Box97017,
Redmond, WA 98073-9717. We arean equal opportunity

employer.

Microsoft
TheHigh Performance Software

I

MICROSOFT
An Equal Opportunity Employer

I
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Men's B-Ball

—

situation and admitted that the loss does
hurt the team. "Heknew the system he
went through it last year. Ihate to see
this happen to any student that has a bad
quarter and of course, it reflects on the
gradepoint," Johnson stated.
Lockhart will be filling in for Harris
as a starter for therest of league play.He
will be adding his outside shooting
ability to the line-up. Johnson feels that
Lockhart has substituted for Harris well.
According to the head coach, the problem
arises when Lockhart needs a rest and a
substitutionneeds to be made.
"We have always been able to take
Scott out and put Brianin.Now we don't
have that luxury," Johnson contemplated.

The solution for the substituting
problem is junior David Miles. Johnson
said, "He understands what we want out
on the court and he is beginning to do
those things. The biggest disadvantage
here ishis overall swiftness. Iwould like
to get him alittle stronger."
When asked if there are anymore
compensations that the Chieftains have
to adjust to, Johnson stressed the point
that his team practices together not as
individuals so that adjustment to future
problems willbe easier.
"When we practice, we practice with
everybody running different positions.
We feel that if one person is ill or can't
play for some reason, we should be able
to put someone else in that position,"
recited Johnson.
About the season so far, Johnson does
not agree that the 8-7record truly reflects
how the Chieftains are playing. The
coach said that out of those seven losses,
five came at the hands of the stronger
NCAA schools University of Georgia,
Texas Tech, West Texas State, St.
Mary's of Calif, and Santa Clara, Calif.
Johnson prefers to look at the record
as being 10-7. SU did beat the Alumni
on Nov. 15 and Brooks College at the
University of Victoria Tourney. "So now
we're 10-7," quippedJohnson.

-

Besides SU, Central Washington,
Western Washington, University of
Alaska Juneau and Whitworth are the
teams that Johnson feels have improved
considerably in District Iplay, therefore
those teams will give the Chieftains a
difficult time.
Consequently, CWU and WWU both
have defeated SU, 90-73 and90-71.
"Iwas really impressed with WWU. I
think Brad Jackson (headcoach) is doing
a great job. CWU has always been tough
because they have a tradition behind
them." Dean Nicholson (head coach)
tends to get good talent, puts it all
together and has them play like a team.
"Let's not forget Whitworth. Ithink
they are a very good team. University of
Alaska— Juneau isa surprising team this
year. They have some very good
quickness. We were fortunate enough to
beat them (93-81). But everybody else
they will play, they will beat. They play
some good teams," cautioned Johnson.
Is there any possibility that the86-87
Chieftains' will be in the playoffs?
Johnson thinks so! "Last year, we
finished fifth and the top four make the
playoffs. We've vastly improved over
last year.Taking that into consideration,
I'vehave to say that we certainly feel we
arecapable of being in the playoffs."
"We feel that our preparation began
last year." With seven returning players
Johnson feels they're always improving.
He doesn't have to stop and teach
everything over again because they've
already learned the basics. "I didn't do
anything different. Ijust have more
people understanding what's going on."
As for the rest of the season, Johnson
remains "optimistic. "I feel that wehave
the chance to beat some of the teams
that have already beaten us," Johnson
said.
The second-year coach would like to
see the Chieftains in the playoffs, and he
would like to meet CWU and WWU
again, hoping for different results.

--

Dave Cox gets 100th win as
women humble Humboldt
game which also placed her fifth on the
District Irebounding list.
The women returned to Connolly
Center the following Saturday,notching
their second straight district win,as they
defeated Pacific Lutheran University
76-49.In that game, Fredericks came off
the bench to lead the Lady Chiefs with
19 points.
Fredericks, a5'6" junior, has been the
first girl off the bench. Look for her to
make her appearance five to sixminutes
into the game. What she does best is
shoot the jumper,hitting over 57 percent
of her field goals, third in the district,
averaging 13.5 points per game.
On Dec. 19, the women got their
third consecutive win, downing the
University of Portland, 87-70. The
game against the Lady Pilots, who play
in NCAA Division II,marked the debut
of Bishop in the SU line-up.
Bishop played a strong game in her
first outing, scoring 24 points, while
Hill was a terror on the offensive boards,
getting inside position on taller
opponents all night, finishing with a
career high 17 rebounds, while most of
her 19 points came from those offensive
rebounds.
OnNew Year's Eve, the Lady Chiefs
faced their second straight NCAA opponent, as they hosted Washington State.
Bishop, suffering from back pains,

was in street clothes for the game.
Clark had to fill her spot in the middle
and managed to get 17 points. While the
dominant Lady Cougars took the game,
91-65.
The SU women started 1987 on a
better note,as their first game of the new
year on Jan. 3 saw them redeem their
earlier loss to SPU, as they embarked on
their current win streak. With Bishop in
the line-up, the SU front line was too
much for the Lady Falcons to handle,and
the Lady Chiefs rode a 44-20 overall
rebounding advantage to a 67-48 win.
Fredericks was again the high scorer for
SU with 23 points.
Two nights later,Cox picked up the
100th coaching victory of his career, as
the Lady Chiefs humbled Humblodt
State 73-39. Hill was the top scorer that
game with 24 points, while Clark snared
14 rebounds. Cox was presented with a
gold watch commemorating the victory.
On Jan. 7, the women hit the road
again, and came away with a 63-59 win
over Central Washington, their fourth
consecutive league win.The Lady Chiefs
placed four scorers in double figures, as
Fredericks scored 15, while Clark, Bishop,and Hilleach added 14.
This past weekend, the women
embarked on a two game road trip
playing Whitworth College and
Lewis-Clark State.

Move Over Mrs. Field's—
Otis Is Here
INTRODUCING

Classifieds
Child
University
Seattle
Development Center offers part and
fulltime care for ages 2 1/2-7. Open
year round from 6:30-6, M-F.
Discounts for students, staff, and
alums. Mealsprovided. Call 626-5394.

OFF-CAMPUS STATE WORK

STUDY. $6.46/hour for eligible
computer sciences student with 1 to 2
years education/experience using
BASIC programming & LOTUS 1-2-3.
Contact Human Resources 625-1283
Student Loan Association.
Studio apartment available Feb.l.
$200 includes utilities, laundry. Near
bus, grocery, library. Beacon Hill.
Nonsmoker. 323-7894.

College students earn $6-$10 per
hour workingpart-time on campus. For
more informa-tion,call1-800-932-0528.

LEROY SET mechanical figure
drawing. Experienced. Contact Mike
Wessels at 325-3972(evenings). Reliable service, reasonable cost, and
flexible to your requirements,
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040
$59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call
805-687-6000. Ext. R-6111 for current
federal list.
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight
Attendants, Agents, Mechanics,
Customer Service. Salaries to $50K.
Entry level positions. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. A-6111 for current
listings.
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40$ Each

$1.05 For Three
$4.00 Per Dozen
Introducing

Posters-protect & present for a

fraction of the cost of framing.
Laminations 323-7894.
3 women and 3 children looking
for woman roommate.Largehouse near
S.U. $200 per month. 322-1922.
TYPIST NEAR CAMPUS.
Students, business, legal, medical,
resumes, office organization, etc. Sense
of humor, some genius. 325-3081

Beautiful, loving East Indian
women seek friendship, romance,

marriage with someone special like
you. Write Compatible Matches, Box
4977, Albuquerque, N.M.,87196.

The Wallingford Boys' and
Girls' Club is now hiring before and
after school daycare counselor. Please
call Chris at 632-3523.
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Buy One, Get One Free
Buy Three, Get Three Free
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